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From Rapunzel's Frying Pan Eggs to Ariel's Sea Turtle Cupcakes, this beautiful cookbook is filled

with delicious recipes inspired by the Princesses' many adventures. With simple step-by-step

instructions, mouth-watering photos of each dish, and helpful tips from the Princesses themselves,

this cookbook makes it easy to whip up some kitchen magic.
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Lots of other reviewers have described the recipes, and the ones we've tried so far are great. I

posted some example pics of the pages.What I actually want to comment on, as an artist, mom and

avid Disney fan, are the illustrations, which I LOVE. I looked at each page just so I could look at

them. Whoever did these illustrations needs to be promoted to head of the Disney Princess product

art department! They are very well done, and very true to each princess' movie look. I couldn't stand

Disney's extreme "makeovers" on all the princesses, where they glammed them up by not only

giving them more makeup and fancier hair and clothes, but also changed their bodies and faces,

making them taller, skinnier, paler, older and vapid. But in this book, the princesses look just like

they did in the movies, very cute, more "real" (as real as a cartoon can get) and down-to-earth, with

some personality. Love it!Also, the men are shown cooking too, which is great!



Book came nicely packaged. We already made few recipes and they were all delicious.

my 3 year old niece loves her new cookbook and we have made several things from it. The recipes

are quite simple but because they are for a princess she loves it. For the first few days after

Christmas she asked her mom to read this to her at bedtime.

I bought 2, one for me and one for my 3 year old granddaughter. So far I have made 28 of the

recipes. All were very good. Some needed tweeking..as I. adding wet to dry ingredients ( pancakes,

muffins etc.) Spoonbread said to stir for 1 minute, it was more like 5 minutes. Flavors and textures

are kid/family friendly. I like the layout and pictures. The menu ideas are useful. I have enjoyed this

cookbook.

We got this for our daughters for Christmas this year and have spent a couple of months making

recipes from it now. It is a big hit! So far they have enjoyed everything they have tried to make. The

recipes are clear and simple, and taste great! Very cute and kid friendly. I'd recommend it.

Bought this for my niece's birthday and she loved it. The recipes are very fun to make and taste

good, but some of them are needlessly complicated and lack adequate direction (I'm mainly talking

about when it comes to the decoration portions of the recipes - the actual baking parts are very clear

and concise)

I didn't think the recipes were the ones my 7 year old could handle--both from the recipe point of

view as well as the skills of a 7 year old.

Wow. I thought "how good can this cookbook be?!" after reading all these reviews. But they're right.

This is a remarkably well done cookbook. With four little girls, we've started quite the collection of

children's cookbooks, and this is far and away the winner. Beautiful illustrations, clear instructions,

charming concepts behind the recipes - but most importantly, the recipes are GOOD! Innovative,

tasty, simple.... I'm blown away. We've already made three things out of this in a week, with plans

for two more this weekend. Don't let the "Disney" part throw you - this isn't just a cutesy cookbook.
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